The Oslo peace process established a modified economic union between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. Economic unions require extensive collaboration and are generally found between states that enjoy pacific relations and are looking to deepen integration and political ties. The choice of an economic union between these adversaries is puzzling given that the aim of the peace process was to disentangle Israelis and Palestinians by establishing two separate states. Today, after the optimism surrounding the process has faded, it is easy to see the arrangement as a perpetuation of Israeli control over Palestinian life. However, such assessments fail to consider, first, the depth of the negotiations; second, the significant differences between the outcome of the negotiations and what was previously imposed by Israel; and, third, the gap between what was negotiated and what was later implemented. This article traces the genealogy of the economic union by exploring all three factors. While the negotiators did not start with a tabula rasa, they attempted to alter the existing economic arrangement along the European neo-functionalist model of integration. This approach was later largely abandoned, and what followed bore little resemblance to the positive spillover effects in Europe. 
A n often overlooked feature of the Oslo peace process is that it established a modified economic union between Israel and the newly established PLO-run Palestinian Authority. Economic unions require extensive collaboration and typically are established to increase economic efficiency. They are generally created by states that enjoy pacific relations and are looking to deepen integration and entrench their political ties. The choice of an economic union to govern economic relations between longstanding adversaries is therefore puzzling given that the prima facie aim of the peace process was to disentangle Israelis and Palestinians by setting them on the road to establishing separate states. Yet integration during the interim period drew the parties closer together.
Numerous studies have discussed the economic framework of the Oslo peace process subsequent to its breakdown, but few studies have systematically explored why an economic union was picked over other available options in the first place. The optimism surrounding the peace process has long since faded, and today it is easy to see this arrangement as a perpetuation of Israeli control over daily Palestinian life, contrary to the spirit if not the letter of the agreements. Indeed, several authors have come to the conclusion that the economic arrangement was little more than an extension of conditions that Israel imposed after occupying Palestinian territories in 1967. However, such post-hoc assessments generally fail to seriously consider, first, the intense and far-ranging negotiations that led to the economic protocol, second, the significant differences between the economic arrangement captured in the protocol and the economic arrangement unilaterally imposed on the Palestinian territories by Israel post-1967, and third, the substantial gap between what was negotiated and what was ultimately implemented on the ground. I propose to fill these gaps. 1 This article traces the evolution of the Israeli-Palestinian economic relationship from the start of the Oslo peace process to the present by exploring all three factors. In so doing, I employ a genealogical sensibility. Broadly, a genealogical approach focuses on the power of discourse over received knowledge. It is a historical method that explores how discourse gives rise to currently accepted truths. It looks to the past to uncover how the present view of history is shaped by the power of ideas; it is a "history of the present," as it were. A genealogical approach allows one to reevaluate assumptions that give rise to contested meanings of the present. It is, in this The negotiators did not start with a tabula rasa. I argue that they attempted to alter the existing economic arrangement by deepening Israeli-Palestinian integration along the lines of a European neo-functionalist model that would provide Palestinians with greater economic autonomy through the ability to independently raise revenue, pursue local economic development, and trade with neighboring Arab states with whom Israel enjoyed no economic relations. This was to be a substantial departure from the economic arrangements imposed by Israel post-1967. The explicit hope was that increased economic integration would create positive spillover effects, much as had been seen in Europe in the post-war era. As such, the Oslo peace process is a diagnostic case of the diffusion of ideas-from Europe to the Middle East-in international relations. I also argue that there was great slippage between what was negotiated and what was implemented. Although never officially repudiated, many aspects of the newly minted protocol were abandoned following a wave of suicide bombings aimed at Israeli civilians and the subsequent election of a right-wing, Likud government headed by Benjamin Netanyahu in 1996. What followed bore little resemblance to the neo-functionalist model. Indeed, the Palestinian economy remains weakened and subordinate to Israeli control. 3 I rely on three main sources of evidence. First are the peace accords, all of which are publicly available. Second, I make use of semi-structured interviews I conducted with key informants, including substantially all of the Palestinian and Israeli negotiators of the Oslo peace process and their Norwegian mediator. Third, to supplement the interviews I rely on a small number of political memoirs that provide first-hand accounts of the negotiations. Because actors are said to have powerful incentives to withhold or misrepresent private information, I treat these sources with caution, triangulating evidence where possible to increase confidence in my findings. 4 The Israeli-Palestinian peace process has been studied extensively, yet the role of the European approach to integration is not well-covered. As compared to the United States, there is a tendency to see Europe as having had a negligible impact during the Oslo peace process, particularly in its nascent stages. In contrast, I show in this article that Europe has had a significant effect on the character of the negotiations, namely in the context of the economic union between Israel and the Palestinian Authority (PA). Addressing this impact in detail will help shed light not only on the Israeli-Palestinian peace process but also on economic integration, international cooperation, treaty-making, and peacemaking in general.
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The Paris Protocol In 1993, Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) signed the first of a series of interim agreements, known as the Oslo Accord. The Accords put an end to the intifada, as well as to the local movement to boycott Israeli goods and evade taxes that accompanied it, and committed the parties to negotiating the peaceful resolution of their conflict within five years' time. The PLO and Israel recognized each other as legitimate partners for the first time, and the PLO agreed to renounce violence and terror. Over the next decade, substantially all Palestinian population centers in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip were turned over to a Palestinian Authority, with Yasser Arafat at its head. 6 The Paris Protocol, signed in April 1994 as part of the Accords, set out to modify the economic relations between Israel and the PA. Paris marked a significant departure from the economic arrangements unilaterally imposed by Israel on the Palestinian territories. In the wake of the 1967 war, Israel introduced the shekel as a common currency, gradually linked Palestinian infrastructure to its own (severing it from Jordan and Egypt), permitted Palestinian labor mobility, and established a de facto customs union. At the same time, it introduced protectionist measures favoring its own economy and adopting restrictions on the Palestinian economy which suppressed local economic development. In particular, Israel denied the Palestinians the ability to stimulate their local economy, routinely denied permits to establish factories that would compete with Israeli producers, prevented the production and sale of agricultural products that would compete with Israeli producers, and underinvested in local infrastructure.
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Paris specified almost every form of nonsecurity interaction between the parties, including water, electricity, energy, transport, communications, industry, and social welfare. It established a fund to support Palestinian economic development, with billions of dollars pledged by international donors, and created joint industrial zones near Palestinian population centers, in effect moving higher paid Israeli jobs Economic unions require extensive collaboration. Typically, they are created by states that enjoy pacific relations and are looking to deepen integration and entrench political ties. The choice of an economic union to govern economic relations between longstanding adversaries is therefore puzzling given that the prima facie aim of the Oslo peace process was to disentangle Israelis and Palestinians by setting them on the road to establishing separate states. This article traces the evolution of the idea of an economic union-from conception to negotiation and implementation-between Israel and the Palestinian Territories.
The bulk of the protocol, however, was concerned with trade, monetary and fiscal policy, and labor relations. First, Paris promised free labor movement for Palestinians to Israel, where workers earned 91 percent more. Although Palestinian laborers were permitted employment in Israel post-1967, Israel had begun to restrict their movement during the first intifada. Enshrining free mobility in the Accords, therefore represented a significant change in the labor regime. Second, the trade relationship was modified under Paris guaranteeing both sides free and preferential access to each other's markets. As well, the PA was given the ability to pursue independent trade arrangements with those states with which Israel did not enjoy diplomatic or economic relations. International trade was to be facilitated by the construction of a harbor and airport in Gaza and by a corridor linking Gaza to the West Bank. While the rules governing imports to the PA, including tariffs, were to be harmonized to the prevailing Israeli customs regime, a degree of autonomy over trade was to be granted to the PA in recognition of their special relationship with Arab and Muslim countries. Third, the PA was given authority to collect taxes, which previously accrued to Israeli authorities. Taxes and tariffs on goods imported through Israeli ports destined for the PA were to be collected by Israel and transferred to the PA, minus a three percent service charge. Similarly, payroll taxes and social security benefits collected in Israel on Palestinian employees were to be remitted to the PA. Furthermore, a Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA) was to be established to oversee the Palestinian banking system and manage the PA's foreign currency reserves, although its ability to pursue an independent monetary policy was limited by the continued use of the Israeli shekel, and a full-throated fiscal policy would be constrained by the harmonization of tariffs and value-added taxes within a narrow range of the prevailing Israeli rates. 9 Paris made extensive use of the preexisting economic arrangements (e.g., the maintenance of the customs union and the shekel as a common currency), but important differences were written into the agreement as well. Indeed, the customs union was modified extensively, providing Palestinians both, greater autonomy (through the ability to independently raise revenue, pursue local economic development, and trade with neighboring Arab states) and deeper economic integration with Israel. Unlike the customs union Israel unilaterally imposed post-1967, the Paris Protocol was the product of negotiations. With its promise of the free flow of goods, capital, and labor, and a common currency, Paris could properly be considered as a loose or modified economic and monetary union, one step shy of complete economic integration.
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Discussion
The Oslo negotiations, an unofficial exercise, departed dramatically from the official talks taking place simultaneously in Washington, D.C. First, the Oslo meetings were held in secret. This insulated the negotiators and allowed them considerable latitude. Second, unlike the official talks, from which the PLO was excluded, Oslo included the PLO. And third, they were initiated under a recently elected pro-peace Israeli Labor government, rather than by the United States and foisted on an unwilling Likud party, as the Washington talks had been. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Israeli side in Oslo consisted initially of academics based at the EU-funded Economic Cooperation Foundation (ECF) who reported to a Deputy Minister, Yossi Beilin, and to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Shimon Peres, and all of whom-unlike the Israeli representatives in Washington-shared a deep-seated faith in the pacific effects of economic integration.
In devising the future Israeli-Palestinian economic relationship, the Oslo negotiators could choose from a range of possible alternatives, from complete economic separation to full integration. The Palestinian team desired increased autonomy from Israel on all matters, including the economy. For their part, the Israeli team favored economic integration in the form of a modified economic union which they saw as the most likely arrangement to confer mutual gains on the parties, thereby serving the goal of building confidence. Put differently, the Israelis believed that raising the Palestinian standard of living would reduce future violence by giving them "something to lose." Israeli negotiator Uri Savir explains that "fundamentalism ... thrives on poverty and despair." A modified economic union was a departure not only from the preexisting economic arrangements but also from the official talks where economic integration failed to emerge as an important negotiating plank. Indeed, economic issues rarely came up in Washington. Where they did, they tended to be lumped together with the issue of political independence by the Palestinian team, which Israel largely rejected.
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Extant theories of economic integration hold that deepening economic ties between countries yields both political and economic benefits. Integration is said to be mutually beneficial. On the economic side, neo-liberals argue that based on comparative advantage and economies of scale deeper integration through trade liberalization should bring with it higher productivity. On the political side, neo-functionalist theories suggest that economic and technical integration creates positive spillover effects that breed strong incentives for political integration. Neo-functionalism is based on Jean Monnet's approach of linking individual economic sectors across Europe (e.g., coal and steel) in the 1950s. The economic This was the vision to which the Israeli negotiators in Oslo subscribed. From their standpoint, economic cooperation would benefit both parties through increased productivity, trade, and employment. Israel would continue to have preferential access to the Palestinian market and generally reap the dividends of peace. The Palestinians would gain access to highly competitive foreign markets through Israel's free trade partners, as well as preferential access to the Israeli market. Greater integration was also supposed to provide Palestinians with technological, administrative, managerial, and organizational spillovers from the Israeli economy. Furthermore, the arrangement would give the Palestinians much needed time to develop the institutions and infrastructure necessary to manage their economy. According to David Brodet, the former Director General of the Israeli Ministry of Finance and an Oslo negotiator, "these were the issues that at that time both sides saw as win-win." Indeed, the agreement was remarkably optimistic and did not contain contingencies for deteriorating relations between the parties.
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The Israeli team's faith in the neo-functionalist approach was influenced by the European experience. They believed that economic integration would lead to positive spillover effects, thus reinforcing a fledgling peace, much as it had in postwar Europe. Indeed, the main intellectual figures behind the Oslo peace process made repeated and explicit references to it. For example, in his book The New Middle East, Israel's thenForeign Minister Shimon Peres describes a future in which Israelis and Arabs link their economies: "The very existence of this common market will foster vital interests in maintaining the peace over the long term." Israeli negotiator Ron Pundak expands: "European style economic integration-the New Middle East, as Peres called it-will reduce conflict." 14 Similarly, the Israeli negotiator Yair Hirschfeld describes their efforts in Oslo to create positive spillover effects patterned after the European experience. Following neo-functionalist logic, he explained that spillovers were meant to occur initially through technical and economic integration, gradually leading the parties to overcome their entrenched partisan narratives and embrace the process in advance of final status talks. While Paris was merely an interim arrangement, the negotiators intended for it to form the basis of an ongoing cooperative relationship between the parties. Hirschfeld explains:
The picture you have from Europe was three phases. First was after World War Two. The leadership understood that they had to develop joint interests, mainly between Germany and France. The second stage was normalization. Societies slowly went along with it. The third phase was to look at the narratives. 15 Not only did the EU provide a successful model of peaceful integration to be emulated, it had also been promoting its model of integration abroad for some time. The EU played host to a series of high-level talks of the Regional Economic Development Working Group (REDWG) coextensive with the talks then taking place in Washington. There, the Europeans quietly offered a competing, and in some ways novel, approach to conflict resolution. Unlike the Washington talks, which had begun to stalemate over the sticky issues of PLO involvement, refugees, borders, and others, these talks largely avoided issues of high politics. REDWG instead focused on joint technical and economic matters, such as the free flow of people, goods, services, and capital within the region, the development of infrastructure, the promotion of the private sector, investment, and others. Peters writes that the EU was informed by: functionalist, liberalist conception of international cooperation and peace, according to which the enmeshing of the states in the region in an ever-widening web of economic, technical and welfare inter-dependencies would force them to set aside their political and/or ideological rivalries. The process of ongoing cooperation in areas of mutual concern would blur old animosities and create a new perception of shared needs. This interaction would be accompanied by a learning process which would foster a fundamental change in attitude and lead to a convergence of expectations and the institutionalization of norms and behavior ... functional cooperation would eventually spill over into regional peace. 16 Furthermore, the EU hosted track-two diplomatic efforts and funded think tanks (such as the ECF) and development projects. It would later formalize these efforts through the office of the Special Representative. 17 The Israeli team's adoption of the neo-functionalist model of integration has all of the hallmarks of a process of "diffusion". Diffusion occurs when ideas are disseminated from one actor to another. At the most basic level there needs to be contact for ideas to diffuse. Contact exposes an actor to a new or novel idea. This is often referred to as the "epidemic" Vol. 13, No. 1 (2018) Yet, while contact may be a necessary condition for the diffusion of ideas, on its own it is likely to be insufficient. Just because actors come into contact with new ideas does not mean that they will adopt them. Persuasion or social learning (socialization) are therefore often added to the epidemiological model of diffusion. Persuasion is the process by which communication leads to a change in beliefs. Persuasion occurs through deliberative argument rather than through material incentives (or disincentives) and is most likely to happen in less politicized and more insulated environments, and where both parties are from the same professional (epistemic) background, or where the source of ideas is from an in-group to which the other side wishes to belong. Again, the EU-funded ECF and REDWG both qualify as good sites of quiet deliberation, particularly for the newly elected Israeli Labor government which was keen to build closer relations with Western Europe. 19 Finally, diffusion is said to be most likely to occur, and occur most rapidly, when the target is at a critical juncture and there appears to be a "goodness of fit". Policy failures, crises, or general uncertainty all motivate the search for new ideas, particularly from actors with a "recognized and authoritative claim to knowledge." These ideas are more likely to be adopted when "the target has few prior, ingrained beliefs that are inconsistent with the socialization agency's message," that is, when there is a similarity or a convergence, particularly in legal and bureaucratic areas. And indeed, the breakthrough in Oslo came about after one such critical juncture, the first intifada and the failure of the Washington talks. Furthermore, Israel was primed for a European model, having liberalized its economy over the past decade. And although Paris was not merely an extension of the economic conditions that Israel imposed after occupying Palestinian territories in 1967, it is worth noting again that the negotiators did not start with a tabula rasa. As I have argued, Paris modified and expanded upon the existing trade and monetary arrangements. In these ways, Paris converged with prevailing legal and bureaucratic spheres.
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Substantially all of the modifications to the economic union were at the insistence of the PLO team. On the one hand, Palestinian negotiators placed substantial emphasis on maintaining or improving access to Israeli markets and on increasing their own level of economic development. On the other hand, they spent considerable energy to win increased economic independence, counter to an Israeli desire for deeper economic cooperation. In particular, the PLO team unsuccessfully demanded an independent currency rather than a monetary union, and a free trade agreement rather than a customs union, trappings of which they received via the trade rules described above. 21 The diffusion model is informative in explaining why the idea of economic integration had less purchase on the Palestinian negotiators. First, they had significantly less contact with their European counterparts. Coming from an armed movement, well-entrenched in the Soviet camp, they were historically part of a substantially different epistemic background than the Europeans. As a result, there were far fewer sites for contact and social learning between them. Second, and more importantly, the notion of economic integration was strongly discordant with the PLO's longprofessed desire for sovereignty. David Brodet explains: "[A] free trade agreement or separate responsibilities for trade issues, automatically creates recognition of economic borders and economic borders lead to political borders."
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From negotiation to implementation
While the process did trigger an huge influx of foreign aid to the fledgling PA and ushered in a period of sustained modernization and liberalization of the Palestinian economy, the later rejection by Israel of numerous aspects of the protocol largely negated any of the promised economic gains. After a period of rapid implementation beginning in 1994, which included the construction of industrial zones, the remittances of taxes and tariffs by Israel to the PA, the opening of crossings, and other integral elements of Paris, Israel halted further redeployments from Palestinian territories and began imposing closures on the Palestinian territories. In 1997, Israel also began periodically withholding tariff and tax revenues collected on behalf of the PA at Israeli ports of clearance, paying them late or not at all. These reversals were a result of several factors, including the wave of deadly suicide attacks aimed largely at Israeli civilians, the assassination of Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Rabin, under whose leadership the process was initiated, and the electoral defeat of the Labor party by the right-wing Likud party led by Benjamin Netanyahu, who repudiated the peace process. "The Oslo spirit ... was brushed aside," Pundak concludes. 23 Foremost, wholesale border closures largely invalidated those portions of the agreement that granted free and preferential access to each others' markets, labor mobility, and trade between the PA and neighboring Arab states. Israel first began implementing periodic closures on the Palestinian territories in 1993, restricting the movement of goods and people. However, closures became a regular feature of Palestinian life only in the mid-nineties. Closures made Palestinian labor far less reliable for Israeli employers. Then-PA Minister of Finance Salam Fayyad noted: "Although there are many countries around the world with similarly high or even higher rates of unemployment, I know of none where the rate of unemployment can go up by 10-20 percentage points overnight." This instability caused Israeli employers to seek laborers elsewhere; immigration policies were changed to grant easier access to foreign rather than to Palestinian workers. The impact on the Palestinian economy was drastic: In 1992, more than a third of the Palestinian workforce was employed in Israel, contributing about 25 percent of GNP; in 1996, only 7 percent were similarly employed, contributing no more than 6 percent. 24 Trade also slowed considerably as a result of border closures and the failure to build international ports as promised in Paris. Because there was no direct access to third countries by air, land, or sea, closures often meant that exports could not find their way out of the Palestinian territories. However, even when closures were relaxed, complex and expensive export procedures-typically justified on grounds of security-were imposed in order to move Palestinian goods abroad through Israeli ports. For example, Palestinian-registered vehicles required special permits which often took several weeks to acquire and required lengthy inspection, and cargo originating in the Palestinian territories was not permitted carriage on passenger planes. Later, Palestinian vehicles were altogether excluded from entering Israel and costly back-to-back shipping measures were devised; the Gaza-West Bank corridor never materialized. Palestinian export costs are approximately 30 percent higher than they are for Israeli companies, and take 20 to 80 percent longer to reach their destination. As a result, from the start of the peace process onward, Palestinian exports declined nearly 50 percent by 1995. 25 The complexity of Paris also led to numerous disputes and unanticipated economic inefficiencies. For example, the leakages in tax and tariff collection as a result of Paris have been estimated to be as high as USD380 million per year, far outweighing the approximately USD48 million a year in savings by not setting up an independent customs authority. Similarly, the system devised to enable autonomous trade between the PA and Arab countries proved so difficult to implement that annual trade amounted to a paltry USD35 million, or just 1.1 percent of the total value of imported goods. And, while Paris specifically banned the use of standards as nontariff barriers (NTBs), contrary to the spirit of the agreements, Israel has been accused of using veterinary and phytosanitary standards to protect its domestic industries at the expense of the Palestinian economy. Aside from their potential to be used as NTBs, the Palestinians also complained that the imposition of Israeli standards constrained the development of their economy. Furthermore, Israel maintained extensive subsidies, particularly to its agricultural sector, during the peace process, diminishing the competitive advantage the much poorer Palestinian economy had. And, the absence of an independent currency deprived the Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA) of the ability to set interest and exchange rates, limiting its ability to stimulate their own economy. Nor, for reasons outlined before, could the PMA increase tariffs to revenue maximizing levels, a strategy favored by many developing countries that often experience difficulties collecting taxes. The lack of a well-functioning dispute settlement mechanism meant that there was little the PA could do to address these issues. 26 Finally, the lack of well-functioning and transparent government in the PA has also contributed to the economic decline in the Palestinian territories. Indeed, reports of endemic corruption in the PA have been widespread. For example, very large sums in government revenue and donor aid remain unaccounted for, having been used by Arafat for patronage, and inefficient economic monopolies granted based on political favoritism continue to have an outsized presence in several sectors of the Palestinian economy. The extent of the corruption later prompted sustained efforts by the international community to promote domestic reform.
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Aside from injections of foreign aid and some evidence of liberalization, few economic benefits accrued to the PA as a result of the peace process. Paris was overly complex and decidedly inefficient, and the PA was notoriously corrupt. However, it was the restriction on goods and labor-both of which were at the heart of the new economic relationship-that had the greatest impact on the Palestinian economy. The failure to implement the protocol as negotiated inflicted further damage. By the end of the 1990s, the Palestinian economy teetered. Employment in Israel disappeared, trade links with the outside world diminished, and GNP fell by approximately 30 percent. Indeed, Pundak concludes that "the economic situation on the ground for the Palestinians became worse than they were before [the Oslo peace process]."
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Conclusion
It is easy to lose sight of the significance of Paris nearly twenty-five years after it was signed. It is a challenge not to see the prevailing economic conditions in the Palestinian territories as an extension of those imposed by Israel fifty years ago when the occupation began. But Paris was a noteworthy departure: 10. Product of negotiations: Arnon and Weinblatt (2001) . Lose union: argues that Paris contain elements of a common market as regards the movement of labor, a free trade agreement as regards the trade arrangements with countries that Israel did not enjoy economic or diplomatic relations, and economic independence as regards the prohibition of those goods finding their way into the Israeli market (pp. 371-372). It is also worth noting that the agreement itself referred to economic "envelopes" rather than "unions" which, according to Kleiman (1994, p. 370; 2010, p. 251) , are associated with agreements between sovereign states. Integration: Balassa (2013).
11. Building confidence: Shafir and Peled (2000) . "Something to lose": Gross ( , p. 1587 ). Savir quote: Savir (1998, p. 29) . Largely rejected: Ashrawi (1996) . 12. Extant theories: Balassa (2013) . Neo-liberals: See, e.g., Friedman (2009); Hayek (1944) . On the pacifying effects of economic development, see Gartzke (2007) ; Hegre (2000) ; McDonald (2007 McDonald ( , 2009 ). Neo-functionlist: Haas (1958 Haas ( , 1964 ; .
13. Preferential access: Arnon and Spivak (1998) . Greater integration : Banister, et al. (2001, p. 93); Gross ( , p. 1586 ). Brodet quote: Brodet (2004, p. 4) . No contingencies: Arnon and Weinblatt (2001) . However, the Israeli negotiator Ron Pundak, explained that "the Israeli negotiators were told to keep all options open, from a Palestinian state to continued occupation" (2012). Because Oslo did not introduce borders it did not prejudice the outcome of final status talks and had the merit of being reversible, should circumstances necessitate it (Kleiman 1994, p. 370; 2010, p. 251; Arnon and Weinblatt 2001, p. 291). 14. Peres quote: Peres and Naor (1993, p. 99) . Pundak quote: (2012, interview) ; also see Scheel (2010) .
The protocol was not unilaterally imposed on the Palestinians, as the previous economic arrangements had been, and it was meant to be mutually beneficial. The Israeli team believed that economic cooperation would lead to positive spillover effects, thus reinforcing the fledgling peace process-an idea whose historical antecedents lie in postwar Europe.
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Contra neo-functionalists, Katherine Barbieri argues that economic interdependence may act to increase the likelihood of violent conflict rather than inhibiting it, as its neo-functionalist proponents suggest. She writes: "Asymmetrical economic interdependence creates tensions that may eventually manifest themselves in an inverse relationship between trade and conflictual interactions." Spillover effects can also run in the opposite direction, degrading relations, undermining cooperation, and entrenching conflict. The negotiators were, perhaps, overly sanguine about the promise of economic spillovers. After a brief period of implementation, Israel largely cast Paris aside, imposing wholesale closures on the Palestinian territories. As the Palestinian economy went into decline, so too did public support for a negotiated solution. In the words of the Israeli negotiator Moty Cristal, confidence building measures became "catastrophe building measures." Rather than having the anticipated effects, increased interdependence helped undermine the peace process. While the failure of the peace process was, perhaps, overdetermined, it is nevertheless a valuable exercise to reflect on how the economic protocol was a contributing factor.
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